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SWI, Prism Partners Establish New Business
It is with enthusiasm that we announce the formation of a new business, a business
that will allow us to better meet the custom training development needs of our
clients. The name of this new company is Prism Custom Development Services
(PCDS). It is owned by the partners of SWI along with the partners of Prism
Performance Systems (PPS), and its first project is already well underway. The
mission of PCDS is to partner with client organizations to provide creative, quality
custom solutions to client curriculum development and training needs.

The business is staffed with managers, designers, and developers with years of
custom development experience. "PCDS will not restrict its focus to any specific
content area," says Ed Piquette, Vice President for Operations of PCDS. "But we
expect that one of the most logical areas we will concentrate on will be business
process re-engineering, since re-engineering initiatives typically require major
custom training efforts."

Why a new venture? When it comes to training and development, our vision of SWI
is that of a "design shop." We will help set the stage for the projects that PCDS will
undertake with our expertise in strategic planning for training and Curriculum
Architecture=" design. PCDS will allow us to apply large amounts of course develop-
ment resources on big projects where the speed of development is critical.

Prism Performance Systems focuses on the implementation of organizational
change through the enhancement of team and individual performance. PPS
provides a variety of services and packaged training products, and these will be
available to support PCDS as needed. PCDS will provide many of the components
of the architectures we develop through custom development and/or from appro-
priate packages in the PPS library. SWI will continue to apply its course develop-
ment expertise to curriculum components where appropriate.

The results of PCDS's first project tell some of the reasons we're so excited. The
scope of the project is 300 to 500 hours of custom training done as part of a re-
engineering effort at a large oil company. PCDS has provided a cadre of experienced
developers and managers from Detroit and Houston to perform the development,
allowing SWI consultants to focus on our core business, design.

For more information or to find out how PCDS can enhance the work SWI can do
for you, call any SWI partner, Jennifer 1. Freeland, or Bernie Reuter, Director of
Sales at Prism Custom Development Services, 37000 Grand River, Suite 230,
Farmington Hills, MI 48335; (313) 474-8855.

Together, SWI, PPS, and PCDS have the capability to meet virtually all of your
organizational improvement needs.
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"A Competency

Management System

is a way to plan for,

organize, and control

an organization's

capability to produce

results."

Assets and
Competencies

Marketplace
and Competition

Building a Competency Management System
by Ray Svenson

In the summer issue of Pursuing Performance, we described how individual and
organizational competencies compose one of the business drivers in any organiza-
tion. The sum of the competencies available determines the organization's capacity
or capability to do work and produce results in a given situation.

For organizations to succeed, competencies must be managed. This requires:

• Systems for deriving required competencies

• Systems for assessing existing competencies

• Systems for acquiring, developing, and deploying new competencies and
maintaining existing competencies.

Competencies to Succeed. Different organizations require different sets of compe-
tencies. In general, competency requirements are driven by the organization's
mission, vision, and business strategies. To be rigorous, we must also recognize the
business drivers - our business' current assets and competencies, our stakeholders'
requirements, and our marketplace and competition - and their effects on our
mission, vision, and strategies.

An organization's mission is
its rationale for existence, its
raison d'etre. Its vision
describes what it wants to
be, and its business strate-
gies describe how the organi-
zation will fulfill that vision.

Competency ~
Requirements

~

For example: SWI exists to
build systems that support
performance. We want to be

a niche player doing cutting-edge work in TQM/organizational re-engineering,
training systems, and human resources systems. Our business strategies for
obtaining and completing projects support that vision. As it turns out, changes in
the global marketplace have enhanced the need for our services - but they have
also put increased demands on us in terms of the way we must compete for
business and deliver quality services.

The core competencies derived from mission, vision, and business strategies
probably consist of four or five items that affect all of the work an organization
does. At SWI, we believe that our core competencies are in:

• Performance technology

• Systems engineering

• Instructional systems design

• Planning

• Project management.
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Competency
Requirements

Competencies may be of
three general types: organiza-
tional, team, and individual
competencies. Organiza-
tional competencies focus on
technologies, processes, and
products/services and are
closely linked to how the
organization achieves its
vision. Team competencies

include problem solving, solution design, macro planning, and the ability to review
and critique as a team. Individual competencies consist of task/performance skills;
knowledge; intellectual, physical, and emotional capacity; behavior repertoires; and
values. Organizations must have mechanisms to manage competencies of each type.

Organizational
Competencies

Team
Competencies

Individual
Competencies

• Process Technology
Process Design
Etc.
Problem Solving
Macro Planning
Etc.
Market Analysis
Financial Planning
Etc.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Managing Organizational-Level Competencies. Mechanisms for managing organi-
zational competencies include process design, organizational design, measurement
systems, and a Continuous Improvement system.

In an effective Competency Management System, process design does two things.

First, it establishes the macro process map for the business, identifying the
processes that embody core competencies. The macro process map describes at a
high level how the business transforms inputs into value-added products and
services, and it provides macro process performance measures.

Second, process design at the individual process level establishes the task/activity
sequences and roles to be played, as well as subprocess performance measures. The
process tasks and roles are the starting points for analyzing individual and team
competency requirements.

What impact does organizational design have on Competency Management?
Organizational design establishes a structure encompassing the organization, teams,
and jobs. It relates these to the process tasks and roles. The way the organization is
configured has a strong influence on competency requirements for teams and indi-
viduals. It also defines the scope or boundaries for competency management for the
leaders of individual organizational units.

Are the competencies deployed by process design and organizational design having
the desired effect? Are they producing the proper organizational results? Those are
the questions answered by the measurement system inherent in an effective
Competency Management System.

In addition, the Continuous Improvement system is always looking for ways to
improve process and organizational performance. As improvements are made, they
may alter competency requirements.
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Competency
Requirements

Managing IndividualITeam-Level Competencies. Mechanisms for managing team
and individual competencies include a selection/recruitment system, a training and
development system, a rewards system, a performance management system, a
staffing system, and a career management system.

Selection is important, for example, because some competencies cannot be
developed and must be "selected in" to the organization. The ability to conceptual-
ize on an abstract level may be one of these competencies; so is general intellectual
capacity. Some other competencies can be developed - for example, a Ph.D. level
of knowledge in geophysics - but only over the long term. And in today's fast-
paced business environment, even a short-term gap in a critical competency can
deter an organization from reaching its goals.

The training and development system confers competencies that are developable. A
Competency Management System that's linked tightly to the organization's mission,
vision, and strategies is likely to emphasize mission-critical competencies and de-
emphasize nonessential competencies.

Of course, selecting or training competencies doesn't automatically confer perfor-
mance - it simply confers the capability to perform. Other components of the total
performance system must also be in place. A Competency Management System is
an integral part of the overall Performance Management System. (We view perfor-
mance management as a broader area than appraisal and development
management.)

The staffing system provides planning for the competency mix needed and moves
people into positions to fill those needs. The career management system focuses on
developing the competencies people will need for work they'll be doing in the
future.

Closing the Gap. Both strings of mechanisms contribute to the inventory of an
organization's existing competencies. However, part of any Competency
Management System is control- comparing the existing competency inventory to
the set of competencies the organization actually needs, given its mission, vision,
strategy, and the global economic environment. If there are gaps - places where
competency needs are unmet - the organization cannot perform up to its potential
and will have difficulty carrying out its strategies, achieving its vision, and fulfill-
ing its mission.

Issues in Implementing a Competency Management System. Putting a Competency
Management System in place can be a daunting task. How do you know which
mechanisms, which pieces of the system are most important? Are the systems
engineering skills necessary to design and implement the Competency Management
System available within the organization? And how can you make sure you do
something practical and sustainable? For example, an organization may define its
required competencies, but not have a system to maintain and update the defini-
tions; or there may be no links to the mechanisms for measuring competencies and
developing them.

How will you educate top management on the essence and implications of the
Competency Management System? It's dangerous for management to think of a
Competency Management System in a simplistic or naive way.
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The Competency
Management
System

Assets and
Competencies

Stakeholder
Requirements

Marketplace
and Competition

Finally, what happens when an organization discovers that it's spending substantial
amounts of time and money exercising competencies that are not central to the
conduct of the business, not core competencies? Increasingly, the tendency is to
eliminate those activities. Organizations that realize that cleaning and maintenance
competencies are not among the ones that will help them achieve their missions
outsource those activities to companies in that business. Or, perhaps the competen-
cies required to run a computer installation are peripheral to an organization's
mission; that activity may be outsourced as well.

A Competency Management System is simply a way to plan for, organize, and
control an organization's capability to produce results. The system requires a
number of subsystems, and it requires close linkages to the organization's business
drivers. An effective, tightly integrated Competency Management System can allow
an organization to take advantage of one of the only true sources of competitive
advantage in today's business environment.

~ I
Mission I~

I
Vision I Competency

Requirements

Business
Strategies

Competency
Inventory

Organizational
Competencies

Team
Competencies

Individual
Competencies
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Personal Profile: Terri A. Knicker

It's Saturday morning, and SWI Senior Associate Terri Knicker is someplace new -
Seattle - doing something familiar - bicycling. It's a good morning to ride down
from her apartment on Capitol Hill to Mercer Island and back.

To keep in shape in the Midwest, Terri used to set off on 45-mile Saturday morning
rides. In fact, she had her 12-speed bike specially geared for Flatland riding. But

coming back up the hill to her Seattle apartment, Terri finds at
one point that she is stuck - the gearing on the bike is simply
not low enough to let her climb the Washington hills, strong as
she might be. The solution - "granny gears" for the bike.

In an office with a high proportion of cycling aficionados, Terri
- on SWI's Midwestern rides, at least - is usually in the lead.
And on the job, Terri never gets stuck - or so claims SWI
Partner Guy Wallace.

The projects Terri has handled over the past five years have
included everything from curriculum design to benchmarking

to selection systems. Guy appreciates her attention to detail and her dependability.
In turn, Terri enjoys the variety of the projects in which she becomes involved.
"Each project adds something to what I know. I'm never bored," she asserts.

The biggest challenge to the job, in her view, is balancing what she calls her
"perfectionist" tendencies with the realities of client deadlines. Part of the pressure
on Terri comes from the need to deliver high-quality work products to meet
aggressive internal or external deadlines. Clients often have fewer available internal
resources than in the past, but workloads have not decreased.

Terri's background is in systems. After earning a bachelor's degree in marketing
from Bradley University in Peoria, she spent six years with Unisys. Her responsibil-
ities over those years included technical customer support - such as systems
installation and training - and marketing support for Unisys sales efforts. The
Unisys experience was good preparation for her SWI job, given the systems
approach commonly used on SWI consulting projects. Also useful for current
projects - the MBA Terri earned at Chicago's DePaul University.

When the firm needed to add a consultant and the partners talked to Terri, Guy
remembers knowing she was right for the job because she was "bright, quick, and
assertive - traits we like." Terri remembers that learning the SWI methodology and
processes was a challenge. So are the occasional 60- to 70- hour workweeks for
someone who values her personal time. And so is time on the road, which she calls
"not as glamorous as some people might think it is." The reason - travel takes her
away from things she enjoys, like biking, aerobics, and quilting. She does tolerate
some travel, such as the month she spent touring Europe in the fall of '92.

At the moment, Terri is in the midst of a personal experiment with the "virtual
office place." A recent emigrant to Seattle, she is conducting business more or less
as usual. Clients and staff reach her as readily as before, thanks to fax, modems, and
other telecommunication links. When necessary, she is on site at client locations or
at the SWI Naperville offices, quite probably moving in high gear, with or without
her bicycle.

Terri A. Knicker

\
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SWI PACTSM Process

More About Training Design
by Guy W. Wallace

This article is the fifth in a series describing the SWI PACTsM Process for training
design. We use the term "training" to include all methods for deploying awareness,
knowledge, and skills to intended target audiences. These methods can include
orientation, education, training, on-the-job development, cross-training, and so
forth.

The PACTsM Process uses a highly structured, multiteam approach to reduce cycle
time and enhance quality. The "pact" that training folks create with their stakehold-
ers borrows concepts, precepts, tools, and techniques from the worlds of product
management and the quality movement.

Phase 2

B
Phase 4Phase 3

B
Phase 5 Phase 6

DevelopmenV
Acquisition Pilot Test

Revision
& Release

The Design portion of the six-phase PACTsM Process addresses the detailed design
of Training Events and Training Modules specified in the macro Curriculum
Architecture=" design. The design uses Analysis Phase outputs, especially
Performance Model data and Knowledge/Skill Matrices data. Target audience
demographics also influence the design. The detailed design will provide tight
guidance for Phase 4 of the PACTsM Process, Development/Acquisition.

The last issue of Pursuing Performance covered the macro Curriculum Archi-
tectureSM design; this issue covers micro training design, including PACTsM Process
taxonomy, the micro design process, considerations for the design team, the design
documents describing the micro design, and the review process for the design.

The Design Taxonomy. The PACTsM Process uses the following
taxonomy of elements, illustrated to the left:

• Training Events (courses, workshops, etc.) comprised
of Training Modules.

• Training Modules comprised of Lessons.

• Lessons comprised of Activities.

The Detailed Design Process. Three steps constitute the detailed
design portion of the SWI PACTsM Process Design Phase:

A. Creating the Lesson Flow Diagram, a macro flow
diagram of the Lessons for each of the Training Events'
Training Modules.

B. For each Lesson, creating a Lesson Spec that pictorially represents the activity
sequence and distinguishes between training activities that are informative,
demonstrative, or exercisable in nature.

Training Event (Course)

Module A Module B

Lesson 1

lotbol
Lesson 2

lotbol
Lesson 3

Lesson 1

IACto0
Lesson 2IACCJD

Events, Modules, Lessons

C. For each Activity, creating an Activity Spec, which spells out the content,
training time estimates, sequence, resource requirements, deliverables, and so
forth to be developed in the Development Phase.
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The Lesson Flow Diagram is shown below; sample Lesson Specification and Event
Specification shoots aro on the next pages.

The Design Team. In keeping with the establishment of a "pact" with our consti-
tuencies, the design process can utilize a Design Team and/or a Design Review
Team to guide and react to the design elements and activity flow. Design Team
members must have credibility with the Steering Team, or the Steering Team
members will later "micro-critique" the design and rework it, decreasing the
benefits of the team approach. We prefer that the members of the Design Team be
recruited from the Analysis Team(s) to ensure continuity and a quicker start-up.

The Design Team's continuous communication with the professional training
designer tends to reduce overall design cycle-time and enhance quality. We have
used the Design Team device many times, even though it makes the designer's job a
bit more difficult on the front end. With the team, the designer's job includes facili-
tating and controlling the team members and the instructional design process -
managing the normal conflicts and varied opinions, ensuring that sound instruc-
tional strategies and methods are employed, and so forth. We believe that the back-
end product is worth the front-end trouble, and that the team approach minimizes
potential downstream design rework.

The Design Document. The design details are presented to the team(s) in a Design
Document. The table of contents in one of our typical Design Documents contains
these headings:

I.

II.
III.

IV.

V.
VI.

Executive Overview
Design Phase Overview
Design Details - Lesson 1, Lesson 2, Lesson 3, Etc.
Development Phase Preview
Pilot Test Phase Preview
Revision & Release Phase Preview

Lesson Flow
Diagram

llntroductOry

~Lessons

1. Introduction

2. Arbitration Vignette

4. Labor Relations
Organization

Background
Knowledge

5. Union Organizations

7. GompanyXYZ
POlicies, procedures,
Practices

Labor Relations
Processes

10. Grievance Process

11.....Arbitration Process...-------1

12. Summary and
Evaluation

'Shading indicates a lesson with an exercise
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Lesson
Specification
Sheet

·Additionally, we create a Design Presentation for use in all design reviews. This is a
high-level overview of the design and can be augmented with details from the
Design Document. We use the presentation to control the review process and to
structure the reviews of the document.

The Design Review Meeting. A design review can be accomplished in several ways
and with various teams. Minimally, the project's Steering Team must participate in
the review of the design. The Analysis Team may be used as a Design Review Team.
A series of reviews may be held with several Design Review Teams. The design
review process depends on the politics of the situation, existing stakeholder groups,
and their geographical dispersion.

Delivering the Design Document to reviewers prior to the review meeting is helpful,
but we've found that most reviewers will not examine the document in detail before
the meeting. It's our preference to "drag 'em through" the details and design
elements we feel are important and problematic. Depending on the length of the
training designed, it may not be feasible to review the entire design in detail. The
facilitators must control the review process and keep the reviewers focused on the
key elements of the design.

Lesson
Specification Sheet

XYZCompany
Labor Relations Training

Lesson Number: ILesson Title: IEstimated Length:
7 XYZ Company Policies. Procedures. Practices 3 hrs.

Lesson Objectives:

• Summarize the types ot issues/situations that fall under the jurisdiction of company policies and work
rules ( vs. contracts)

• Summarize the key steps to follow in deciding on and implementing a change in a local work rule
• Given a situation requiring management action in the area of work rules, make a decision on the

change/action and describe an Implementation plan

LESSON EVENTS SEQUENCE

Lecture: IDemonstration: IExercise:

1. Introduction to lesson - 5 min.
• Review of key previous points

• Objectives
• Events

1
2. Overview Issues/Situations - 20

min.
• Types
• Considerations
• "New wave." QWl (TQM),

3. Review Process and Checklist/
Flowchart - 30 min.
• Contract
• Contact Union/labor Relations.

etc.
• Risk Identification and

Management
• Roles/involvement

t
4. Changing/Establishing a Work

Rule - 30 min. 5. Changing a Work Rule - I
• Communication I 1 hr., 30 min.

• Lead time I• New wave teams

y
6. Summary - 5 min.

• Generalize
• Questions/answers
• Next lesson

Dcngn by SWI Svenson & Wallace, Inc.
Naperville.Tl, 60563 (708) 416-3323
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Event
Specification
Sheet

Managing reviewer expectations is critical. Reviewers must understand, for
example, that the estimates of training times are "best guesses." Reviewers must
also understand that additional content may be factored into place as appropriate
during the next phase, Development.

Summary. Creating the detailed training design using teams is a challenge for the
designer. Design theories, approaches, and previous lessons learned must be
communicated to the team. Designers can't expect the team to automatically buy all
of their instructional theories and rules; these must be sold. And if the theories and
rules don't make sense to the team, they may need to be modified to fit.

Most importantly - unless a designer has a reputation within the team as a great
training designer, he or she has to earn those stripes during the design process. The
designer cannot expect the team to defer to superior wisdom and educational
background just because he or she thinks they should. They might - but only
when they feel the designer deserves that deference. The designer must prove his or
her worthiness, and that will most likely come from demonstrated competence,
flexibility, and openness to the teams' ideas.

Event
Specification
Sheet

XYZCompany
Labor Relations Training

Lesson # Event # Event Title
Review Process and
Checklist/Flowchart

Lesson Title

XYZ Company Policies,
Procedures, Practices7 3

Description

Estimated
Length

30 min.

Objectives

Type

~

Lecture
Demo
Exercise

Lecture format using overheads to explain main
content points

Tointroduce participants to the review process and

the checklist/flowchart for changing a work rule

Evaluation Method Support Materials

Process Steps

Sequence of Activities Estimated Time

1. Facilitator introduces contract position(s) on changing work rules 5 minutes

2. Facilitator describes who to contact in Union and Labor Relations 5 minutes

3. Facilitator overviews how to identify and manage the risks involved in changing 10minutes
a work rule

4. Facilitator describes roles for changing work rules 5 minutes

5. Facilitator hands out flowchart/checklist and briefly explains 5 minutes

N/A

Design by SWI· Svenson & Wallace, Inc.
Naperville.Tl, 60563 (708) 416-3323

Deliverables

• Overheads
• Instructor Guide
• Participant Guide
• Checklist/Flowchart Job Aids
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Third in a Series
The Quality Roadmap: Resource Infrastructure
by Karen Wallace

This is the last of three articles exploring the front face of the Quality Roadmap -
the business architecture. In previous articles in this series we've covered business

.-----------------,..... drivers, including the topics of assessing the organiza-
tion's major assets and competencies, identifying
stakeholders and their requirements, and analyzing
the marketplace. We've also explored the mapping of
an organization's business processes and metrics.
Now it's time to look at how an organization's
resource infrastructure supports the workings of
critical organizational processes.

The overall architectural view of a business is a tool to
be used by executive leadership in running the
business. The contents of the third part of the face of
the Quality Roadmap cube allow us to systematically
examine the pieces of the resource infrastructure as
they relate to each process within the business. Our
examination answers questions such as:

• Are there resource gaps that need to be addressed to achieve the quality
improvements we're planning on?

BUSINESS
DRIVERS

D
E
S
I

G
N

A
r-------------------~S

S
E
Sr-----------~S

BUSINESS PROCESSES
and METRICS

RESOURCE
INFRASTRUCTURE

D
E
P
L
o
y

I
N
T
E
G
R
A
T
E

• Can we indeed achieve the improvements we want to implement?

Analyzing the resource infrastructure requirements is an important part of the
improvement process. We use a ten-part fishbone diagram to illustrate the resource
infrastructure. Four of the "bones" deal with human resources; six deal with
environmental resources.

The
Resource
Infrastructure

Process

Human Resources

Environmental Resources
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Examples of

Human

Resources

Examples of

Environmental

Resources

Knowledge and Physical Capacity Psychological Intellectual
Skills • Strength Capacity Capacity
• Prerequisite • Ability to lift • Emotional • Intelligence

knowledge and • Anything to do stability • Ability to
skills with the senses • Ability to handle analyze

• Skills and (color ambiguity • Attention to
knowledge perception is a • Ability to deal detail
classified as component of with change and
technical, physical uncertainty
managerial, and capacity)
political

• Knowledge of
the company
and industry

Organizational Structure DatalInformation Facilities
• Interfaces • Goals and objectives • Buildings
• Teams • Job descriptions • Office and
• Structure • Expectations and manufacturing space
• Job designs standards • Labs

• Directions
• Job aids
• Feedback

Equipment and Tools Materials Consequences
• Manufacturing • Raw materials • Formal and informal

equipment rewards
• Process equipment • Compensation
• Computers • Recognition
• Forms • Punishment

What do you do with the pictorial array of environmental and human resource
requirements? The fishbone diagram can help in designing enhancements for any
process, and it can help in assessing problems.

We can map existing resources against processes to determine ifthere are gaps-
places where insufficient resources are available to support processes now or in the
future. For example, is there a missing skill set under the "Knowledge and Skills"
category? Are employees psychologically equipped to handle the emotional stress
of the change? Does the existing balance of consequences support individual goal
achievement rather than team-oriented goal achievement?

The Roadmap helps us understand, organize, and prioritize the infrastructure
changes that might be required by process changes. By assessing all ten bones, we
can see which resources are candidates for enhancement and which enhancements
will contribute most (ROI)to meeting quality improvement goals.

Typical quality improvement plans inadvertently come up short on one or more
infrastructure resources. When we are involved in quality improvements, we tend
to focus on the target processes and may not have a complete view of the associated
resources required to support the processes. The elements required in the resource
infrastructure help provide us with a more complete view of investment costs and
returns for our improvement effort.
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A note on the sequence of quality improvement events. Part of the resource
infrastructure is the structure of the organization. This is the point in the TQM
process to design organizational structure. We adhere to the maxim "form follows
function." We design the process first, then the organizational structure and team
structure that will support the process.

Too often companies redesign elements of the infrastructure before redesigning the
process. For example, a company might decide to re-engineer its information
system before redesigning the mainstream product and service processes. What
results is a streamlined information system, but one that supports outdated product
and service processes. If we assume that the product and service processes will
eventually be redesigned, it follows that we will probably have to redesign the
information system again - and that is costly rework. Analyzing the infrastructure
after laying out the process improvements and before implementation helps ensure
that the implementation will have the resources necessary to succeed.
Implementing improvements before analyzing the infrastructure is an invitation to
disaster.

Each of the three components of the business architecture represented on the face of
the Roadmap interacts with the others. Business drivers determine processes and
metrics; processes and metrics determine what resources must be available.
Understanding overall business architecture as represented by the Roadmap is the
first step in achieving Total Quality.

Is the front face of the cube really useful? It is to those who grasp its significance.
We sat down to discuss a TQM effort with a CEO who was going to show us a
detailed outline of his new, proposed organizational structure. First, however, we
presented a version of the Roadmap cube, customized for his company. He looked
at the front face, put away his organizational structure, and said, "You've just given
me a new way to think about organizing my company."

The front face of the Roadmap provides a clear, overall picture of an organization's
architecture and its improvement targets. It shows the interrelationships among the
components of the improvement initiative, an overview that can be used to antic-
ipate roadblocks and make sure the road to Total Quality is as smooth as it can be.
And it can also help you speed your journey by targeting your initial quality efforts,
keeping you from detouring down too many side roads.

For more information about the Roadmap and its use in quality improvement,
see The Quality Roadmap - How to Get Your Company on the Quality Track
and Keep It There. The authors are the principals of Svenson and Wallace-
Ray Svenson, Karen Wallace, and Guy Wallace. The181-page book is scheduled
to be available in early 1994 from AMACOM - the publishing arm of the
American Management Association, for $24.95. Phone 1-800-262-9699. The
ISBN number is 0-8144-5177-9.
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Economic Value Added

The EVA Edge
by Pete Hybert and Dreama Perry

A recent Fortune Magazine article (9/20/93) on EVA (economic value added)
proclaimed the concept to be "today's hottest financial idea and getting hotter." We
at SWI have been on the EVA edge since 1987.

We were introduced to the components of EVA while working with Tom Gibson, a
financial subject matter expert at AT&T. Tom chartered us to build the principles of
EVA (especially cost of capital and asset management) into the curriculum we were
developing for product managers at AT&TNetwork Systems.

What Is EVA? EVA is a method of evaluating the real value growth of an operation.
Unlike net income, EVA takes into account the total cost of the capital required to
run an operation. Equipment, real estate, computers, cash, inventories, and receiva-
bles constitute types of capital. Each ties up dollars that could be invested in other
projects. This capital is not free - a business pays interest and dividends for
capital.

In essence, EVA is after-tax operating profit minus the true cost of all capital
employed.

AFTERTAX
PROFIT minus

COST OF
CAPITAL equals i E_V_A__

What's paid for the dollars needed to run a
business. For example, to raise capital to
purchase plant and equipment, companies will
sell stock and/or take out loans for cash. The
opportunity cost of stockholders' interest and
dividends become components of the cost of
capital.

An increasing number of managers in large corporations are using EVA (or at least
cost of capital considerations) to make investment decisions. Often, understanding
EVA leads to the reassessment of operations that previously seemed profitable.
Historically, there has been a correlation between EVA and stock prices; they tend
to move up and down together.

Applying the EVA Edge in Human Performance Consulting. What does EVA have
to do with our business? Plenty.

• Proponents of EVA assert that training costs, as well as R&Dcosts, should be
considered capital investments rather than expenses, as they traditionally are.
Because training, like other investments, provides a payoff over a period of
time, it is not simply a cost. In order to add value, investments like training and
R&Dshould generate a return that is greater than the cost of capital.
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• One might elect to calculate EVA for a training department. To do so, you
would need to determine the assets, such as the costs of training development
(analysis, course materials, etc.) and equipment and facilities (classrooms,
computers, lab equipment/simulations, etc.). Then develop a measure of profit
(such as tuition minus delivery expenses, or estimated/measured return in
productivity gains, or error reduction), and see if the profit is positive after
subtracting the cost of capital tied up in assets. (Your financial organization can
tell you the cost of capital for your company.)

• Through training and human performance improvement projects, enhance your
company's EVA by targeting areas that increase profits or minimize capital
investment. Pursue a human capital strategy to improve people and processes
prior to investing in expensive hardware or equipment changes. Avoid mechan-
izing inefficient processes.

• Most importantly, train your people on EVA so they can make decisions that
result in business value growth.

We at SWI view human performance improvement projects as investments that
should be evaluated by their return over and above the cost of capital. Whether
training, process improvement, or strategic planning, we assist our clients in gaining
the EVA edge.

Books by the Principals of SWI

Preaching What We Practice ...
A tested, step-by-step approach for developing a
strategic training plan that's linked to your
organization's business plan - a training plan
that can produce a 10-to-1 payback.

Available from Prentice-Hall Business and
Professional Publishing, Englewood Cliffs, NJ;
1-800-288-4745. ISBN 0-13-853862-X.
Price $79.95.

A pragmatic but sophisticated model for
quality improvement - what to do, how to do

it, how much it will cost.

Available in early 1994 from AMACOM, part of
the American Management Association, 135

West 50th Street, New York, NY 10020.
Phone 1-800-262-9699.

ISBN 0-8144-5177-9. Price $24.95.

How to Get Your Company
on the Quality Track-

And1<eep It There
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• And more ...

About ~WI
Susan Bretz is the new energetic voice of SWI • Svenson & Wallace. Susan
attended Illinois State University and graduated with a bachelor's of science in
sociology. Susan assists with client relations, managing the client database, and
coordinating travel and meeting plans. She is also the new editor of our weekly
internal newsletter, the FLASH. Susan is currently training on various computer
applications. Susan shows her zealous personality in her hobby, acting in industrial
films.

MaryBeth O'Hara is the new editor for SWI. Svenson & Wallace and manages the
quality control of our documents. She is updating our standards and style guide
manual to provide better consistency and quality in the documents we produce.
MaryBeth's passion is reading and portraying her artistic side by making her own
wrapping paper and cards. MaryBeth holds a bachelor's of science in journalism
from Bradley University.

Guy W. Wallace authored an article in the September issue of the Journal for
Quality and Participation. The article, titled "Empowerment is Work, Not Magic,"
outlines the concepts and precepts of empowerment and includes a model for
assessing the balance of consequences for specific behaviors. Get a reprint by
contacting Susan or Jennifer at SWI.

The Tool and Manufacturing Handbook, Volume 7, Continuous Improvement was
recently published and contains an article titled "Continuous Improvement and
Training" by Guy W. Wallace, Pete Hybert, and Terri Knicker. This chapter
addresses two continuous improvement questions for training: How does training
support continuous improvement efforts? And what training implications are
created from an improvement (change) in a system? For a copy ofthis chapter,
please contact Susan or Jennifer at SWI.

Pursuing Performance is published quarterly for the clients and friends of SWI.
Our goal is to share specific applications of Human Performance Technology
and Total Quality Management technologies in order that organizations may
improve quality and productivity. Contributing articles are encouraged .. Direct
submissions and comments to Jennifer L. Freeland, SWI, 1733 Park Street, Suite
201, Naperville, IL 60563; voice (708) 416-3323; fax (708) 416-9770 .
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